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PRESANS went live on the 21st of
September
We are very excited to announce that PRESANS Network
went live on the 21st of September. PRESANS is beta,
which means that
This version is lighter than expected.
Functionalities are coming up in the next few
weeks.
There might be a few bugs, in which case, you
are more than welcome to let us know.
You should feel free to ask for other features or
send us critics, suggestions etc.
Back to top

Experts Get Visibility
You can use PRESANS Network to get extra cross-field
visibility. Once you have logged into your account, you
can publish news for example on your research, your
latest scientific publication, your latest patent etc. This
news will appear on the public area of PRESANS. Top
news are displayed right on the homepage of PRESANS
and will be summarized in our monthly newsletter,
sent to thousands of other Experts and Industrialists.
Back to top

Your profile should be filled out
for upcoming Challenges
We will start posting technological Challenges soon
and we will target challenges fitting best with what you
know; this is one of the reasons you should fill out
your profile. Note that if you had preregistered (before
the 21st of September), you should make sure your
profile was properly exported.
Back to top

Why you should invite your
colleagues to PRESANS
To take advantage of upcoming features of PRESANS
Network, you should connect with your colleagues: we
will allow you to send “private” non-intrusive messages
to your colleagues and to your colleagues’ contacts.
You can use this feature to advertise a vacant position,
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OTHER NEWS
What is PRESANS?
PRESANS is a social market place
with a real added value both for
Experts and Industrialists. As an
Expert, you will be able to benefit
from a range of free services and
to be rewarded to solve
technological challenges. As an
industrialist, you will get our
scientific committee composed of
senior scientific consultants to
translate your needs and to
broadcast them to our large and
diverse Expert Network.

New technology for sale
The Technology Transfer Office of
the Ecole Polytechnique is
advertising a new technology on
PRESANS Network: Biochips for
Fluorescence and Localized
Surface Resonance Combined
Detection. More…

Featured Expert
Marc Baaden is a computational
chemist and he has posted the
first news on PRESANS!
Nicolas Hauviller is a Software
Engineer who reported to us
various bugs and sent us many
suggestions. Thank you!

PRESANS ON SOCIAL
NETWORKS
Follow us on Twitter.
Become a fan on Facebook.

SEND TO A FRIEND
Send this email to someone you

to look for a job or to look for cross-field assistance
etc. This is a free service working only if you have
connected with colleagues on PRESANS.
Back to top

think may be interested.

UNSUBSCRIBE
Click to instantly unsubscribe
from this mailing list.

First Challenges on PRESANS on
the 23rd and 24th of October

"Flash Challenges" will be published on PRESANS as a
joined venture with the ESTIA who is organizing the
yearly event “the 24 hours of innovation” in Biarritz,
France on the 23rd and 24th of October. More...
Back to top

Even Newton could be wrong!
Behind this provocative title lies the seminal article of a
series to be published on PRESANS. In this section of
the web site, our staff and most importantly, Experts
who have registered on PRESANS, can post articles,
best practices or testimonies related to innovation,
research, university-industry collaborations,
crowdsourcing, etc. More…
Back to top
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